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Everyone I know almost has a Netflix account. It's pretty funny, if not! For a small monthly fee you will get access to a large number of streaming movies/TV shows, and you can also get all new movies via DVD or Blu-ray. Anyway, the bottom line is not to praise Netflix, but to teach you how to get your Netflix streams to your HDTV. Fortunately, there are countless ways to get Netflix on your TV, some of them may already have the
equipment and don't even know! In this post, I'll try to list all the possible ways you can watch Netflix on your TV, not just on your computer. Netflix also has a page where they list each device that supports their service. Connect your PC to the TV Probably the easiest and cheapest way to stream Netflix to your TV is to use a cable and just connect your laptop or desktop to the TV! Depending on the type of computer, you can use AGA,
S-Video, DVI, or HDMI connectivity. I highly recommend using only DVI or HDMI connection, because the other two are very old and will not dissipate almost as nicely. Be sure to read our previous article on how to connect your laptop to the TV to get started. Using this method also allows you to watch all kinds of online videos on your HDTV, not just on your computer. So if you're watching lots of videos from sites other than
YouTube, Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Instant Video, this is a really good choice. Integrated HDTV If you plan to buy a new HDTV or have recently bought, it can already support Netflix streaming! This means that you just enter your Netflix account data, connect the HDTV to the Internet and it's over! Currently, Netflix broadcast HDTV supports LG, Samsung, Sanyo, Sony, Vizio, Panasonic and many others. Just make sure your TV has a
logo that says Instant Streaming Ready or Smart TV. Also, at the moment this is the only way to watch 4K content on your 4K HDTV via Netflix. Keep in mind that you also need to update your Netflix plan to support Ultra-HD to get full 4K resolution on your TV. Blu-Ray Player In HDTV, there is all the spam of Blu-ray players supporting Netflix streaming. Of course, you need to connect the LAN cable to the Blu-ray player or buy a
wireless key if you want it to connect to a wireless network. Almost everyone supports Netflix now, including Insignia, LG, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba, Yamaha and Vizio. Google Chromecast, Apple TV, Roku Player, TiVo If you already have an HDTV and Blu-ray player and neither supports Netflix streaming, you can buy a streaming player. Here you have many options and prices are much cheaper than
getting a new TV or Blu-ray player. The new Apple TV (4th generation) comes with tvOS and costs either $149 or $199. If you don't care about all the new features, you can still get a third generation TV only for $69. If it's not for you, check out Google Chromecast, which is and works very well. Other popular devices that support Netflix include Amazon Fire, NVidia Shield and Nexus Player. Another good alternative is roku streaming
player, which starts at $49 and goes up to $129. Finally, if you have a TiVo DVR, you can stream Netflix via DVR to your HDTV. Other less popular devices include Seagate Freeagent Theatre, Sony Dash Personal Internet Viewer, Sony Network Media Player and Western Digital Network Media Players. Microsoft Xbox 360/One, Sony PS3/PS4, Nintendo Wii (U) Of course, if you are in games, then you really need anything other than
Xbox, PlayStation, or Wii! All three now support Netflix streaming. With Netflix streaming, you can play a lot of games, stream music, videos and photos from your computer to your TV and much more. That's pretty much! There are many opportunities to get Netflix on your TV, so for most people it shouldn't be a problem. If you have a unique situation or can not figure out how to configure certain hardware, post a comment here and we
will try to help! Enjoy! Skip navigation! It's been more than five months since fans were able to broadcast Friends since they left Netflix in the early 2020s. Now, from May 27, all 10 seasons of Friends are on HBO Max, when the new streaming site launches. Some new additions to HBO Max will filter out within months, but the streaming service will make sure to include Friends as part of their daily one programming to lure subscribers.
Initially there was also to be a Friends reunion stream along with the series on May 27, but production suspensions were delayed by that. When he shoots, the reunion will bring together the entire original cast not for the new episode, but to talk about the show and its cult status. Within the deadline, it's slated to be an hour-long special. According to Variety, WarnerMedia Entertainment and Direct-to-Consumer President Bob
Greenblatt said that HBO Max expects production to be completed by the end of the summer in order to be able to broadcast HBO Max sometime thereafter. They still want to tape it in front of an audience on the same Warner Bros soundstage as the original series. We think it's worth having a large, compassionate live audience to experience these six great friends coming back together and we didn't want to just suddenly do it on an
internet call with, you know, six squares and people shooting from their kitchens and bedrooms, Greenblatt said. (Ahem, said everyone from the community and parks and recreation.) He added that they may decide to do things almost if large groups still can't gather much longer. Either way, he said that HBO Max is aiming to start a reunion in the fall. I think it's worth the wait, he said. We would have loved it to have a first day, but at
the same time, if we could get it started in the fall, I think it's going to be something that we can have an audience really looking forward to as well. Even without reunification now, fans will be just glad to get the original Friends episodes back on the streaming service. It's one of those shows, such as The Office, that many people just always watch, whether it helps them fall asleep at night, keeping them in the company when they
choose a new show, feel impossible, or give something familiar so they can scroll through Instagram while watching TV (we were all there). And now fans can rewatch all 10 Friends seasons just in time for the reunion, perhaps (hopefully) starting this fall. They will be there for you, whether you bought a $70 box to fix it or not. Netflix and Roku together have created a $99 set-top player that allows you to stream movies and TV shows
into your living room. Editor Ed Albro takes a look at the outdoors, interface, video quality and video selection and walks to impress! This story on Netflix Streams to Your TV was originally published by PCWorld. Note: When you buy something by clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, please read our partner reference policy. The inexpensive streaming box makes it easy to access
movies via Amazon Video on Demand or Netflix Instant Queue. Instantly access Amazon Video on Demand on any TV Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We can receive commissions on purchases made from the links we choose. When you cut the show and dissipate from the limitations of your monthly cable subscription, it's very easy to
find yourself in an unfamiliar sea of online content on demand. Streaming sites such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video offer many great TV shows and movies that you can watch at any time, but where to go broadcast live TV? If you want a comfortable knowledge of live TELEVISION, we've compiled a list of the eight best live TV programmes and services. Each of these TV streaming services allows you to broadcast live TV live TV
right to your web browser, and many of them also work with phones, video game consoles and other devices. Some are better if you like sports, some offer an immersive range of channels, while others offer great opportunities for budget-minded cable cutters. What we like about unlimited recording and storage of YouTubeTV is your Cloud DVR. Many networks are included in the plan. It's easy to watch on tablets through a browser
or a YouTube TV mobile app. The TV requires a streaming device or a smart TV. What we don't like on YouTube TV is not available everywhere in the US. Some holes in programming are not available on HBO or discovery channel. Do not be promptly forwarded through advertising due to some recorded content in Cloud DVR. Price and channelsAbout $64.99 /mo 40+ for channels. Add-onsShowtime, Fox Soccer Plus, Shudder,
Sundance Now How Many Shows You Can Watch Time? Three Where does it work? Android, iOS, Chromecast, Roku, Apple TV, Xbox One, compatible smart TVs, computer (via web browser) Includes access to YouTube YouTube Tv offers all major networks and about 35 additional cable channels, so it's pretty much right in the middle of the road in terms of price and coverage. One of the big things that YouTube TV is going for is
unlimited digital video recording (DVR) cloud storage, which means you can record as many shows as you want, and access them from any device, at no extra cost. YouTube TV also includes access to shows such as Cobra Kai, which are usually only available to YouTube Premium subscribers. What we like is easy to sign up for. Internet connection and a smart device are available. You do not need to set up the top field. No hidden
costs What we don't like In a few local channels. Your Internet connection must be high-speed streaming. Not as big a channel choice as with cable or satellite TV. The price and channels range from $64.99/mo for 160+ channels to $84.99/mo for 250+ channels. Add-onsHBO, Cinemax, Showtime, Starz How many shows can you watch at once? Two Where does it work? Fire TV, Apple TV, Roku, Android, iOS, compatible smart TVs,
PC (via web browser) More live streaming TV channels than any other serviceDirecTV Now is an internet TV streaming service that is run by a company that also provides satellite TV, so it should come as no surprise that they offer a ton of channels. If you want to directly change your high-end cable or satellite subscription, then DirecTV Now is probably the only streaming service that will even come close to satisfying you. DirecTV
Now is also a good choice for AT&amp;amp; T subscribers. In fact, AT&amp;amp;amp; T subscribers are sometimes entitled to certain bonuses, and the only way to rent movies from DirecTV Now is if you have combined AT&amp;amp;amp; T and DirecTV account. What we like is a generous selection of live sports and on-demand programming. Robust DVR functionality. Includes college, national and international sport. What we
don't like doesn't bring ESPN programming. No original content. Does not work with VPN. Price and channelsAbout $64.99 /mo 100+ for channels. Add-onsAdditional DVR Storage, Family Part Plan, Showtime, International Sports Pack, Sports Package, Adventure Pack, Portuguese Language Pack, Spanish Language Pack, Bicycle Pack How many shows can you watch at once? Two (additional streams for an additional fee.) Where
does it work? Android, iOS, Apple TV, Fire TV, Roku, Chromecast, Android TV, computer (via web browser) Television broadcasting to sports fansWhen fuboTV offers the right choice of live TV channels, the actual selling point of the service is sports. Most other services offer some sports channels, but fuboTV has some, such as GOL TV, that you will find difficult to find elsewhere. If you watch live sports online is your main Then
fuboTV is probably going to knock him out of the park. It's also a great choice if you want to watch Spanish or Portuguese sports channels. In addition, it does not work with vpn, which can be a blow before if you expect to use one. What we like is a good choice for national networks. Plans are customizable. Low record fee. Offers 50 hours of cloud DVR (surcharge) What we don't like is little (or not) local programming. Weak search
function. There is a lack of an interactive programming guide. There is no offline recovery. Price and channelsAbout $30/mo 30+ channels (Orange Plan) and about $30/mo for 50+ channels (Blue Plan). Add-onsCloud DVR, Sports Pack, Comedy Pack, Kids Pack, News Package, Lifestyle Pack, HBO, Cinemax, Starz, Showtime, Epix, Packages in Spanish, Hindi, Chinese, French and many other languages, NBA League Pass, etc.
One (Sling Orange) and three (Sling Blue). Where does it work? Apple TV, Roku, Fire TV, Chromecast, Android TV, iOS, Android, Xbox One, compatible smart TVs, computer (via web browser) The best streaming service for the budget, but also has a huge range of sports optionsSling TV offers a variety of options, making it a good choice for anyone who really wants to customize their experience. The budget price of the Orange plan
is one of the cheaper options out there. Sling is also a good choice for anyone who wants to get into both sports and general entertainment channels. The optional sports package adds the NHL Network, NBA Television and ESPNU, and another optional supplement brings the NBA league's pass to the table. What we like comes with Hulu's entire library on demand and original content. Compatible with many platforms and smart
devices. 50-hour cloud DVR. 1 month free trial. What we do not like is hard to use the interface. Offers fewer channels than competitors. Additional charges for no advertising, extended cloud DVR and unlimited screens. Price and channels About $54.99/mo 65+ channels. Add-onsEnhanced DVR, additional simultaneous exposed streams, premium channels (HBO, Cinemax, Showtime.) How many shows can you watch at the same
time? Two (additional streams per monthly fee.) Where does it work? Android, iOS, Roku, Fire TV, Apple TV, Chromecast, Xbox One, Xbox 360, compatible smart TVs, computer (via web browser) Brings live TV to a website that you probably already useHulu is one of the oldest and most reliable names in the streaming world, but the main service does not include live TELEVISION. Hulu With Live TV is an additional subscription,
exceeding a regular subscription that provides access to live TV channels. If you're already a long-time Hulu subscriber, this is a great way to seamlessly add the live TV option to a service that you already use regularly. What we like about the inexpensive live TV streaming service. Three simultaneous streams. No restrictions on ad skipping. What we don't like is the poor choice of sports fans. Don't wear ABC, CBS, NBC or FOX In
no case filter the catalog by genres. Price and channelsAbout $ 20 /mo for 60 + channels. Add-onsNone How many shows can you watch at once? Three Where It Works?iOS, Android, Roku, Chrome, PC (via web browser) Cheapest Cheapest television streaming service, but not excellent sportsPhilo is the most affordable multi-channel streaming service that offers live television, but it also has the least options and rarer series. For
example, none of its plans are either ESPN or Fox Sports. If you're looking for a cheap way to watch live TV online, and Philo has channels you're looking for, it's a great choice. What we like are thousands of current and classic CBS show episodes on demand. Exclusive access to original programming. Live CBS News and NFL games. What we don't like includes only two channels: CBS and CBSN. Some shows don't have all the
episodes. Does not support 4K. Content streams up to 1080p. Price and channelsAbout $6 /mo for two channels. Add-onsCommercial free option, Showtime How many shows can you watch at once? Two Where does it work? Apple TV, Chromecast, iOS, Android, Roku, Fire TV, Xbox One, PS4, Windows 10 (program), computer (via web browser) The best way to watch exclusive CBS shows such as Star Trek: DiscoveryUnlike other
live TV viewing options on the Internet, CBS All Access does not provide tons of different channels. When you sign up, you'll get access to CBS and CBSN. The main pull of CBS All Access is that, in addition to the online traffic of the local CBS channel, it also provides access to a wide range of exclusive, online-only CBS shows. For example, the only way to watch Star Trek: Discovery is to sign up for CBS All Access. If you're a fan
of many CBS shows, then the inexpensive price tag makes CBS All Access a lot. If you don't watch many CBS shows, it's safe to pass.
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